
Leo Amos 

 

To: Lee County Commissioners, 

 

Subject: Last nights Pine Island Civic Association meeting 

 

Last nights Pine Island Civic Association meeting held for the discussing the Pine Island 

plan was standing room only with the a lot of folks outside the building to hear the what 

possible changes might be made to the plan that many of them devoted a lot of time, 

money and energy in developing. 

 

The official head count came in at 565. The main subject was that the plan has withstood 

several lawsuits already and folks wanted to know after all these years that the 910 rule 

has been in place that there was a problem in it. The other concerns were the coastal 

rural designation where the Pi Plan was changed to allow greater density was now an 

issue. 

 

Many of the folks there were concerned about the amount of time that it was taking their 

to ride school buses off PI to school. The children were arriving late because of current 

traffic on Pi Road. One woman said the ambulance that her child was in took 35 minutes 

to get through Matlacha from Pine Island. 

 

Concerns were about the affect that increased housing in the coastal rural areas would 

have on the eco system on the island and the surrounding waters. 

 

Concerns about being able to get off the island in a timely manner for hurricanes was a 

big issue given the amount of traffic already causing massive increases in the time it 

takes to get off the island now.  

 

The meeting was very orderly and respectful of opinions that each had. 

 

While the meeting was a question and answer type it was not inclusive of ideas of brining 

in more houses to a plan that has been established for growth and how sudden growth 

would affect the Island, 

 

I'd like to share with you some thoughts on the needs if changes are made to the PI 

plan. 

 



First off the degradation of PI road is immense, It is no longer possible to consider the 

road a level e. 

The county has reduced speed limits twice since the PI plan. They have allowed parking 

in no parking zones. They have allowed right angled parking that takes up both lanes and 

as well allowed turning from one lane over double yellow lines to right angle park. They 

have allowed the expansion of right angle parking over since the PI plan. They are 

allowing folks to stop traffic to cross the PI road everywhere in Matlacha. 

 

The Fire Control District needs a station located around  Matlacha Isles. The County 

should build the station, provide two fire trucks and supplies. Also the county should pay 

all expenses for a period of ten years. 

 

The reason for this expenditure is very clear the fire district cannot make runs all the way 

to Baba's restaurant and Cape Royale with traffic tying up PI road for 35 minutes. It 

cannot make decent runtimes to Island Ave. While the county may think this is extreme 

it has to realize that their lack of following the county ordinances and state laws  has 

created a major traffic problem in Matlacha that reduces speed of vehicles to a crawl 

through Matlacha. 

 

The county should pay for a school for 8-12 grades to be built on PI.. The reason this is 

needed is health and safety.  We cannot afford to have folks waiting for their children 

delayed school buses when storm alerts come. We cannot have everyone running off the 

island to get their children and back onto the island when everyone is trying to get off 

the island. 

 

A storm shelter needs to be built on PI for those that cannot get off the island. 

 

The county needs to provide sewers to all changes to costal rural property. The additional 

houses should all be on county sewer system. The reason for this is that the PI plan 

reduced the pollution to the waters and lands in the coastal areas. Now to allow 

additional houses creates a need for property sewers to these lots. 

 

I would hope that the County Commissioners would look at the changes to the PI land 

use plan would create for the folks living in the Greater Pine Island area, 

 

Thanks 

Leo 


